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There are animal lovers and then there is everyone else.

Stesha Pasachnik belongs to the first group, albeit, she is passionate about one particular species of animal —

iguanas.

Ms Pasachnik is a postdoctoral associate at the Institute for Conservation Research in San Diego, a branch of San

Diego Zoo Global.

She was brought in recently by the National Trust of Fiji to tag and release 32 crested Fijian iguanas back into their

natural habitat on Monoriki Island in the Mamanuca Group.

Ms Pasachnik's work has taken her to some diverse and exotic locations around the globe.

"I always wanted to do work in Fiji so when the opportunity arose to come to Monoriki I jumped at it," shared the 34-

year-old resident of New York.

Although she has travelled around the world and worked on iguanas in countries such as Galapagos Islands,

Honduras and the Bahamas, she said Fiji's crested iguanas were special.

"I think what you have here on Monoriki is very impressive. It is a unique species that is not found anywhere else in

the world.

"We know that this is the oldest group of iguanas and it's also the most ancestral group of iguanas around."

The biologist had her work cut out last week, tagging all 32 iguanas and releasing them on Monoriki, a process that

took hours on end.

This, however, is essentially a labour of love for Ms Pasachnik as she has had numerous field experiences

researching a variety of reptiles and amphibians.

One of her first experiences was a spring break trip to the Bahamas where she researched iguanas.

For the first time, she recognised that she could have a career doing what she loved.

Under the guidance of Biology Research Professor John Iverson, Ms Pasachnik's involvement in her chosen field

has been fulfilling and has basically prepared her for a career studying iguanas.

In 2005, Mr Iverson invited Ms Pasachnik to attend the IUCN Iguana Specialist Group (ISG) meeting.

Ms Pasechnik is now co-chair of the IUCN ISG and enjoys being able to bring others into the world of iguanas.

After completing her undergraduate degree, she travelled to Australia for a fellowship and was accepted into a Ph.D.

program.

Eventually Ms Pasachnik completed her doctoral degree at the University of Tennessee, focusing on iguanas in

Central America and subsequently relocated to Honduras to work as a regional director for a small NGO.

It was there that she collected some of the first data on a small endemic iguana.
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Ms Pasachni, who yearns to return and work further with Fiji iguanas was heartened to see a collaborative approach

by stakeholders, particularly the landowners of Monoriki Island and the government, in efforts to save crested

iguana of Monoriki from extinction.

"It's a great model, just seeing how well the village community, the government and conservation groups work

together on this project," she said.
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